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Abstract—The application of particle swarm optimization
algorithm in underwater wireless sensor node deployment
strategy was studied. The chaotic particle swarm optimization algorithm was proposed. Set up a function variance to
determine whether the particles enter the premature state.
Then chaos searched and took the chaotic search optimal
solution vector as the global optimization solution to guide
the particles quickly jump out of local optimum, accelerate
the convergence speed and to overcome the premature problem of standard particle swarm algorithm brought. The
network coverage was the fitness function to optimize the
deployment of nodes question. The chaotic particle swarm
optimization algorithm was used to wireless sensor network
node deployment strategy. The experimental results showed
that this method could effectively improve the convergence
speed and increase network coverage.

cal analysis, all points in the disc or sphere range are regarded as that can be sensed by the node [3]. Such as twodimensional plane, a node S coordinates (x, y), the target
P coordinates ( x p , y p ) , d ( s, p) are the euclidean dis-

tance between the node S to the point P. That is

d ( s, p) = ( xs ! x p ) 2 + ( ys ! y p ) 2 . In the 0-1 model, the occurrence probability of node S detection to P for:

"1, d ( s, p) ! RS
c ( s, p ) = #
$0, d ( s, p) ! RS

Index Terms—underwater wireless sensor network
(WWSN), chaotic, particle swarm optimization, network
coverage

I.

INTRODUCTION

Because the random deployment has the advantages of
low cost and easy to realize, application of wireless sensors are mostly the random deployment. For wireless
sensor networks with random deployment optimization
goal was to reduce the blind spot coverage, to reduce the
number of sensor nodes, to improve the coverage network
etc. These problems belong to NP (Nondeterministic Polynomial) problem, it is difficult to find a better solution by
using traditional optimization methods [1,2].
Although it was proved that the particle swarm optimization algorithm could effectively achieve the wireless
sensor network deployment optimization, but the standard
particle swarm algorithm is easy to fall into the "premature" to limit the search range of particles. The method
was improved so that it can quickly realize the global
optimization and then effectively avoid the local optimal
solution.
II.

THE UNDERWATER WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK
LAYOUT MODEL

A. The Node Model
Boolean sensing model is one of the most simple and
most commonly model. In the two-dimensional plane,
coverage of sensor nodes were seen as a node as the center, RS as the circular radius shown in Figure 1. In threedimensional space, the 0-1 model is a sphere which takes
a node as the center and RS as the radius. In the theoreti-
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Figure 1. Sensing range

Covering area of the nodes was a key content of this
paper. Network coverage often appeared the phenomenon
of sensor nodes coverage overlap shown in Figure 2. It is
difficult to calculate by mathematical method. The grid
method for approximate estimation coverage area was
used in the paper. In order to improve the calculation
accuracy, the grid size is 0.1 m*0.1 m. When the point
was in the sensor perception range, namely all point in
the grid would be perceived shown in figure 3.Such as
point (22, 47) in the sensor range, then all the points in
the area was considered to be perceived. While the point
(43, 38) is not in its sensing range, then all the points in
the area was considered not to be perceived. For the
whole nodes, only when the target point was not in the
sensor range of all nodes, the point was not covered
[4].Therefore the probability of coverage of all sensors on
the point was shown in formula 1.
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c( x p , y p )=1-" (1 ! ci ( x p , y p ) .

(1)

i =1

A. Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) mathematical expression is followed. Assuming a D dimensional search
space, m particles form a group. The position of the particle i in the search space is xi and vector is

xi = ( xi1 , xi 2 ,! xiD )T and

the

flying

speed

is

vi = (vi1 , vi 2 ,! viD )T . The individual extremum of

particle i is
extremum is

pi = ( pi1 , pi 2 ,! , piD )T and the global

g g = ( pg1, pg 2 ,! , pgD )T .In

the formula

g is the number of fitness optimum in the group [6,7].
The particles are iteratived operation according to the
following formulae (3) and (4) and schematic diagram is
shown in Figure 4.
Figure 2. Coverage overlap phenomenon

k
vidk +1 = #vidk + c1 " r1 " ( pidk ! xidk ) + c2 " r2 " ( g gd
! xidk ) (3)

xidk +1 = xidk + vidk +1

(4)

!

is non negative number, called the inertia weight
(inertia weight), Its role is to adjust the algorithm of global and local search ability of balance. i = 1,2, !, m

d = 1,2,!, D . Acceleration constant c1 and c 2 (ac-

r

r

celeration constants) is a non negative; 1 And 2 is a
random number between [0,1]. vid " [!v max , vmax ] ;

v max is

Figure 3. The sensor perception range

A. The Target Function
The wireless sensor network nodes deployment was
converted to an optimization problem. The goal of optimization was to make the network coverage largest. The
fitness function f (x) is the coverage rate of the corresponding strategies shown in formula (2). How to effectively deploy sensors to make the coverage largest and
calculate the coverage efficiency in the fixed sensor
nodes number cases were focused on in the paper [5].

Coverage=
efficiency=

Thenode of the networkcoverage area
The ratio of the target surveillance area

The network covers
A singlenode sensingarea ! The total number of nodes

m

S
f ( x, y ) = ! = cov er =
SA
III.
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COVERAGE OPTIMIZATION CALCULATION BASED
ON CHAOS PARTICLE SWARM

a constant, setting by the user; k = 1,2, ! is
the number of iterations.

Figure 4. A schematic diagram of the search in the PSO algorithm

B. The Improvement of Pso
Although the improvement of PSO can solve the particle swarm algorithm optimization problem effectively,
because of it’s easy to fall into premature convergence and
local minimum. There are the phenomena in the optimization process:
(1) When the particles reach the local optimal solution
position of the discrete space premature convergence, the
rest quickly close to the position. After a period of time a
large number of particles will stay in this position. The
particle swarm is aggregation.
(2) When a large number of particles is in the position
of the local optimal solution, switching operation sequence of these particles do not occur exchange operation,
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so that these particles stop at the local optimal solution
and lost the ability to continue the search.
According to the above phenomenon, the chaos search
and particle swarm algorithm were combined with to
handle the premature convergence problem. First particle
swarm optimization operation run until the particle
swarm algorithm was in premature convergence, and then
run the chaos search. After rearch N (a constant) time, the
optimal chaotic search solution vector was took as the
global optimal particle swarm optimization solution vector to guide the particles quickly jump out of local optimum and accelerate the convergence speed. This method
can effectively avoid the blindness of adaptive particle
swarm optimization algorithm. Under the guidance of the
new optimal position, particle swarm optimization will do
more refined local search to improve the accuracy of the
algorithm [8].
In order to determine whether particles enter the premature state, a function variance !
(5).

# 2

2

was set up in formula

1 N f i " f avg 2
!( f )
N i =1

Where, m and n are the length and the width of the target area.
The number of population is 20. Maximum number of
iterations was proposed for 500 times. The inertia weight
was used linear descent method. Other parameters were as
follows

vmax = 20 , !max = 1.2 , !min = 0.3 , c1 = c2 = 2
If the random deployment of sensor nodes, there will
be a large number of nodes repeat coverage problem, as
shown in Figure 5, the coverage rate is only 59.24%.
Figure 6 and figure 7 are the graph simulation. Circles
represented the node sensing area. The optimize result by
standard PSO algorithm was shown in Figure 6 and the
result by the swarm algorithm improved shown in Figure
7.
The Coverage rate is 73.71% using standard
PSO algorithm and 85.74% using Chaotic particle swarm
optimization deployment.

(5)

f i is the fitness of the i particles, f avg is the average
2

fitness of particle swarm, ! is the particle swarm colony
fitness variance, N is the number of particles. f is normalized scaling factor, Its role is to limit the size of the

! 2 . Values are as follows:

f = max{1, max{ f i ! f avg }
2

The variance ! of the population's fitness reflects all
the particles "aggregation" degree shown as formula (5).

Figure 5. Random deployment of sensor nodes

2

The ! is smaller the particle swarm "gather" extent is
greater. If the algorithm does not meet the end condition,
the "aggregation" will enable the group to lose diversity in
premature state. So when ! 2 < C (C is a given constant), premature treatment should be done.
If the premature phenomenon appeared, chaos optimize in the local area is done which take
p g = ( p g1 , p g 2 ,! p gD ) as the two carrier optimal
solution to guide the particles quickly jump out of local
optimum and accelerate the convergence speed.
IV.

THE EXAMPLE

In order to verify the validity of the algorithm, two
kinds of models were adopted to simulate experiment
using Matlab7.0. The standard PSO algorithm and chaotic particle swarm optimization algorithm were used to
optimize the deployment of wireless sensor network
node under water.
Assumptions reserve on the 30 sensor nodes with sensing radius r=10 m in the rectangular area of the 100
m*100 m.
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Figure 6. The optimize result by standard PSO algorithm
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can be effective to improve the convergence speed and
the network coverage rate.
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